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the speed of the pump-groups and this way improve the
efficiency of the pumping station.

Abstract.

3

When a solution is adopted for a pumping irrigation system, to
variable or constant wealth, the engineer has to evaluate the
different alternatives to decide the most suitable system of
pumping. The majority of the companies of the sector, they
choose for systems of pump gradation in parallel at constant
speed, with what the variable that they control is the wealth. In
this paper there is proposed a system of pumping that connects
pumps in parallel and pumps in series, working at variable
speed, controlled by an algorithm that allows that every bomb
should work inside the area of maximum efficiency.

The problem of these systems arises when it is necessary
to give water to two or more irrigation rafts, with
different functioning points and separated several
kilometers.
Due to the high costs that the civil work represents at the
stations of pumping, the most stated thing is to try to
satisfy the demand from only one station of pumping, by
means of the use of a custom control system that
manages the grade of opening of several electrical
actuated valves, to satisfy the demands points that the
irrigation community. This solution presents two
disadvantages:
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1

Introduction

-

Due to the scarcity of the water resources, the majority of
the irrigation communities are incorporating systems of
pumping that extract the water of underground aquifers
and send it to irrigation rafts to a certain level. With these
systems they manage to assure the supply of irrigation for
his farms.

2

Several Irrigation Rafts

-

The valves in the hydraulic systems are
equivalent to losses, for what they reduce
efficiency to the set
In many cases the demands points are
unattainables.

A Irrigation Raft

In case of a located irrigation community, that is to say,
with only one irrigation raft, the most popular
technological solution is to install a pumping station,
provided with several centrifugal pumps in parallel [1].
The calculation of the pump-groups is realized for a few
certain points of functioning and the system of control is
formed so that these points of functioning are reached
staggering the starting of the pump-groups and changing
the grade of opening of the control valves.
At present they are already used variadores of frequency
(ASDs – Adjustable speed drivers) to be able to change

Figure 1: Parallel pumps association
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Control Algorithm

For this particular case, an algorithm of control has been
chosen in closed loop, which manages both the pressure
and the wealth delivered by the system, thus he assures
that they should not exist overpressures in the
canalizations, minimizing the losses for conduction and
reducing the costs of maintenance.
Also the system of control is capable of reaching all the
demand points indicated by the users, with the biggest
energy efficiency possible.
Figure 2: Parallel pumps association with valve control

4.1

In the case, in which with only one pumping station
there, even installing a custom control system of
electrical actuated valves [2], cannot be reached the
points of demanded functioning, the conventional
solution that is applied at present, it is to install two
stations of pumping, treating the irrigation rafts as
independent systems. The problem of this solution, it is
the high cost of the infrastructure, since in multitude of
occasions it is necessary to replicate the pump-groups
installed, that generally they will not work to 100 %,
except exceptional cases.

System Equations

To facilitate the algorithm comprehension, we present the
application of the optimization algorithm for the case of
two non-equals parallel pumps, with the only
measurement of the exit pressure of the pumping station.
Applying the pumps scaling laws [5], it is known that the
pump behavior equations depend on his draft speed, these
relations come given by the following expressions:

H i = Ai ·Qi2 + Bi ·α i ·Qi + C i ·α i2

ηi =

In this paper we are going to contribute a solution to this
case, but using only one station of pumping with this
premise, propose the affiliation of pump-groups in
parallel with pump-groups in series, with the but to
replace the electrical actuated valves control, which
introduces losses in the circuit, for a control of starter and
speed regulation of the pump-groups that exists at the
station of pumping [3,4]. This system of control is in
charge of adapting the points of functioning of the pumps
to reach the points of functioning demanded with the
biggest possible efficiency of the system.

Fi

α

2
i

·Qi2 +

Neleci =

Ei

αi

·Qi

γ ·Qi ·H i
η i ·η electr _ i

(1)
(2)

(3)

Where, for every i-pump:
H i it is the pressure that contributes the pump
(m).
Qi it is the wealth of the pump exit (m3/h).

α i it is the draft Speedy of the pump (rpm).
Ai , Bi , C i , Ei , Fi there are the coefficients that
characterize the pump (information of the
manufacturer for a certain operation point).
η i it is the efficiency of pump.

η eleci it

is the electrical efficiency of a pump-

group.

Neleci it is the electrical consumption (kW).
It is necessary to bear in mind that the coefficients
Ai , Bi , C i , Ei , Fi , they are valid for the proximities of
the operation point given by the manufacturer, for what if
we make the bomb work far from this operation point,
the described coefficients can change.
In figure 4, there appears the frequency dependency of the
equations (1) and (2). Seeing this figure it is possible to
conclude, that changing the frequency, it is possible to
make to be employed to the system at another operation
point, and that also his yield also will change.
Figure 3: Serial - Parallel pumps association
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H (m)

programming problems (Wolfe method). Another method
involves the uses of branch and bound (BB or B&B)
techniques, where the program is divided into subclasses
to be solved with convex or linear approximations that
form to lower bound on the overall cost within the part.
With subsequent divisions, at some point a current
solution will be obtained whose cost is equal to the best
lower bound obtained for any of the approximate
solutions.
In this particular case, since the pumps groups have to be
employed at a certain revolutions range, a method has
used based in B&B, but that contemplates the possibility
that the pumps that have to work below the limit of
revolutions given, are stopped and that there are other
pumps those that take charge of the process.
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Next it appears to the blocks diagram of the optimization
algorithm that is applied to a system formed by two nonequal parallel pumps.

Figure 4: Serial – Characteristic curves of hydraulic pump

Another conclusion that is obtained of figure 4, the fact is
that if we fix a certain pressure of exit and change the
draft speed, also it will change the wealth of exit and the
efficiency. With this result, it is automatic to conclude
that for every pressure, there exists a wealth dependent
on the draft speed, which maximizes the efficiency of the
pump-group, which is equivalent to minimize the
electrical consumption.

Data sensing: HT =H1=H2
Data previous loop: α10, α20,
incα, Hreference, Htolerance
Calculate:
Q1,Q2, Nelect1,Nelect2, Nelect_t
Data previous loop: α10, α20

With this result, it is possible to tackle any pump
grouping, like a classical optimization problem.
HT-Htol≤Href
&&
Href≤HT+Htol

In case of parallel pump-grouping, it is necessary to bear
in mind the following equations, which characterize this
type of grouping.

HT = Hi = H j

(4)

QT = Qi + Q j

(5)

No
(The system is out of
demand point)
Calculate: α1(Href,Q1), α2(Href,Q2),
Nelect1,Nelect2, Nelect_t

For the case of series-grouping the typical equations will
be:

QT = Qi = Q j

(6)

HT = Hi + H j

(7)

Yes

Where, the coefficients “i, j” denote the different pumps
that form the grouping.
B&B method
calculate optimal
values of: α1, α2,
Q1,
Q2, Nelect_t,
Stop Pump 2, calculate:
between
αi limits.
Nelect_t= Nelect1(α1, Q1, Href)
α1B,α2B, α1C,α2C,
α1A,α2A,
NelectB NelectC
NelectA

Stop Pump 1, calculate:
Nelect_t= Nelect2(α2, Q2, Href)

Of widespread form, the target function of this type of
problems comes given by the following equation:

MIN : N electr _ T = N electr _ i + N electr _ j

(8)

If we concentrate on the equation of the electrical
consumption of the pumping group (3), we see that the
variables, of the system they do not allow to apply
directly the algorithms of linear programming
conventional (LPs) (simplex algorihm of Dantzing,
ellipsoid algorithm-following Khachiyan-, interior points
methods-following Karmarkar-, …), but it is necessary to
use optimization algorithms based on the nonlinear
programming (NLP), the first way of tackling these
problems, is to uses special formulations of linear

Nele_min=MIN(NelectA,
NelectA, NelectC)
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αcontrol1= α1(Nele_min)
αcontrol2= α2(Nele_min)
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The previous optimization loop, it is designed so that in
several executions of the optimization algorithm, the
changes in the speeds pumps achieve that the system
reaches the working point demanded by the users,
assuring an electrical maximum efficiency of the
pumping station.
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Prototipe

The described control system, it is implemented in a
Programmable Automation Controller (PAC), who
communicates with the technician of the station of
pumping across a touchscreen.
The PAC, it has analogical inputs and outputs, by which
it communicates with the exterior.
With some of the analogical outputs of the PAC (4-20
mA), there is sent the action of control for the frequency
variators that are in charge of controlling the draft speed
of the pumps, with the following conversion relation:

4mA → 0 Hz
20mA → 60 Hz

(9)

By means of some analogical inputs, the system receives
information of the different sensors that it has installed.
This information serves so that you work the optimized
control and to supervise the system in search of mistakes
(management of alarms).
The PAC incorporates an additional output, which is a
module of RF communication and that allows him to be
connected by a supervisor system (SCADA) that fixes the
reference pressures and that can stop the entire system or
partially in any moment.
In the following figure there appears the blocks diagram
of the prototype control system.
RF Communications Touchscreen
with SCADA system User information
Q,H

PUMPS
SYSTEM

PAC
FREQUENCY
VARIATORS
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Conclusion

The pumping system proposed is capable of reaching the
demand points foreseen by means of the change of the
speed of the pump groups installed.
On having chosen for an algorithm of regulation for
speed change, also there are changed the efficiency of the
system, to make the system to work at the biggest energy
efficiency possible.
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